The operator L is said to be correct in the sense of Petrovskiï [3 ] if there exists a constant R > 0 such that (1.1) max Re w(8 Ú R for all £ E E", j for (x, t) ERh.r, where the B® are NXN matrices which depend only on h and t, rEI", and 23'<) = 0 outside some fixed finite neighborhood of r = 0. The family of finite difference operators {LhfT} is said to be consistent with L if (1. 2) (Lh,r -L)u(x, l)-*0 as h, r -► 0 for all sufficiently smooth u [7] . The family of finite difference operators {Lh,t} is said to satisfy the von Neumann condition for stability if there exists a positive rational number a, and positive constants ho and Xo such that for all aQEn and AgAo, and for every subfamily {L«,x} of }Lä,t} with \=rh~a = constantgX0 the eigenvalues 7,=7,(X, h, a, a) of -HrlH0 all satisfy
where c is a positive constant which may depend on a, ho and X. The von Neumann condition is necessary for the stability of solutions of the initial value problem for {Lh,r} (see [7] and §3 below).
In §2 we shall prove Theorem 1. The differential operator L is correct in the sense of Petrovskiï if and only if there exists at least one family of two-level finite difference operators {Lh,t} which is consistent with L and which satisfies the von Neumann condition for stability.
In view of the connection between correctness in the sense of Petrovskiï and the von Neumann condition for stability it is reasonable to expect to be able to prove finite difference analogues of known results concerning the initial value problem with correct L for the initial value problem for a family {La,t} which satisfies the von Neumann condition. We consider this question in §3, where we show that for explicit two-level finite difference operators the von Neumann condition is sufficient for stability in the sense of Rjaben'kiï and Filippov [8] . Thus if we set X = rh~2m° and h0 -1, the von Neumann condition holds for arbitrary X0>0. Now assume that we have a family of finite difference operators {ift,T} which is consistent with L and for which the von Neumann condition holds. Choose any X ^Xo and consider the subfamily {Ln,\}.
Write -HrlHo in the form (2.4) -22712îo = 22 + rPA,x(a).
We assert that for each fixed aEEn for all Agfeo and ctQEn. On the other hand, (2.5) implies that Pj"'^(a)->pi(oi) as h-»0 for each fixed ctQEn. Thus it follows from (2.6) that Re Pj(o¿) gc(a, ho, X) for all aQE", i.e., L is correct in the sense of Petrovskiï.
Remark. Although, as we have proved, Th~2m» = constant implies the von Neumann condition for the difference operators (2.1), in certain special cases an exponent smaller than 2mo will suffice. For example, if L is parabolic in the sense of Petrovskiï [3] , i.e., if Re Pi(£) g -p|£| * for some p>0, then m0 = m but the von Neumann condition holds for (2.1) if rh~m is suitably restricted [2] . On the other hand, if for n= 1 P(¿© = /0 *£\ \a 0) (i.e., Lu = 0 is the one-dimensional wave equation) then mo=l and rh~2 = constant is also necessary for the von Neumann condition. In this case, and in general, the situation can be improved by using a more sophisticated difference approximation in place of (2.1) (see [7, p. 168] ).
3. Stability. We now restrict our attention to the class of explicit finite difference operators £h,ru(x, t) = Z BTu(x + rh, t) -t-1Aw(#, t).
For example, the difference operators (2.1) are clearly explicit. Moreover, the two-level approximation to the one-dimensional wave operator discussed in [7, formula (8.5) for arbitrary T>0 and t chosen so that T/t = integer. Since £a,t is explicit and r ranges over a finite subset of I", it is clear that the initial value problem has a unique solution for every positive h and r. Let X be a positive constant and consider the one-parameter subfamily {£h.\} Q {£k,r} characterized by tA_"=X for some fixed positive rational number a. The one-parameter family of initial value problems (3.2) corresponding to {£»,x} is said to be stable if it is uniformly well-posed for all sufficiently small h, i.e., if there exist norms || -||o and || -||i, and positive constants h0 and a-a(a, ho, X), such that for every AgÂ0 the solution u -un,\(x, t) satisfies ||w||igo-||g||o. The problem of stability of (3.2) has been studied by various authors. In the work of Lax and Richtmyer [7] and Kreiss [5; 6] , ||g||o is the L2(En)-norm and ||m||i = sup[o,t](./V'|m| 2dx)112. Kreiss [5] gives a necessary and sufficient condition for stability in this sense. John [4] and Aronson [l ; 2] use the uniform norm for ||g||o and a norm involving the first m -1 differences of u for ||m||i. In all of these works the von Neumann condition is necessary but, in general, not sufficient for stability. In this paper, as in the work of Rjaben'kiï and Filippov [8] , ||w||i will be the uniform norm and ||g||o will involve various derivatives (or differences) of g. We shall show that the von Neumann condition is sufficient for stability in this sense. \p>,(«)\ ^£l«l¡(
Thus in view of (3.5) and the definition of q, there exist positive constants ho, To, and Ci = Ci(ho, To, q, s) such that (3.6) I Ph,T(a) I á Ci(l + I a | )« for all h è ho, r g r0 and a G £n.
Let &y, where v is a non-negative integer, denote the class of all 2V-vectors g = g(ie) defined on E" which are such that gEC' (En) and DkgEL(En) for \k\ úv. If gE&» we shall write ||g||,= max( f I Dkg\dx). where c3 = c3(a, ho, X, a, 5, 2V, T). Therefore | (E + tPa,x)!| c3N2(l + \a\)^N-" for / = iV. On the other hand, it follows from (3.6) that for l&N-l, |(£+tPa,x)'| á(iV+A5ftX)w-1(l + |a|)«w-» sct(l + \a\)"ÍN~1'>, where c4 = c4(a, h0, X, a, 5, iV). Therefore (3.7) holds with c2 = max (c3N2, c4) and the proof of the theorem is complete. Remarks. As Rjaben'kiï and Filippov [8] point out, (3.7) is the finite difference analogue of Petrovskiï's "Bedingung A." Thus we may paraphrase Theorem 2 as follows : The von Neumann condition implies "Bedingung A" which in turn implies stability in the indicated sense. If, in addition to the correctness implied by the hypothesis of Theorem 2, we make further assumptions about the structure of L we can, of course, obtain much stronger results (see, e.g., [l; 2] for results concerning parabolic equations and systems). On the other hand, Theorem 2 can be generalized for data of polynomial growth. This, however, would require the deep methods of Gel'fand and Silov^ [3 ] and is beyond the scope of this note.
Stability considerations
are important for two reasons. First because, in general, they yield information about the effects of rounding errors on the numerical solution of (3.2), and second because in the appropriate setting, as was shown by Lax [7] , stability is necessary and sufficient for the convergence of solutions of (3.2) to the solution of the corresponding initial value problem for L. Theorem 2 is not appropriate for the former application. To obtain a better result for this purpose, we assume that g has compact support and let \\g\\h.v= max I Ari*'A*g(*) I , where A = (A;l, • • • , A") and Ayg(x) =g(x+e¿A) -g(x). For such g, Rjaben'kiï and Filippov [8] have shown that (3.7) implies that m|| âj<r||g||fc,», where <r depends on the support of g. Since we have shown that the von Neumann condition implies (3.7) it follows that under the hypothesis on L in Theorem 2, \\u\\ a^Hgl!»,*. Thus, in particular, if the values of g are known only to within + e, then the error from this source in u is bounded by 2"ffth~'.
